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Abstract

We present non-invasive means that detect unilateral hand motor brain activity from one

individual and subsequently stimulate the somatosensory area of another individual, thus,

enabling the remote hemispheric link between each brain hemisphere in humans. Healthy

participants were paired as a sender and a receiver. A sender performed a motor imagery

task of either right or left hand, and associated changes in the electroencephalogram (EEG)

mu rhythm (8–10 Hz) originating from either hemisphere were programmed to move a com-

puter cursor to a target that appeared in either left or right of the computer screen. When the

cursor reaches its target, the outcome was transmitted to another computer over the inter-

net, and actuated the focused ultrasound (FUS) devices that selectively and non-invasively

stimulated either the right or left hand somatosensory area of the receiver. Small FUS trans-

ducers effectively allowed for the independent administration of stimulatory ultrasonic

waves to somatosensory areas. The stimulation elicited unilateral tactile sensation of the

hand from the receiver, thus establishing the hemispheric brain-to-brain interface (BBI).

Although there was a degree of variability in task accuracy, six pairs of volunteers performed

the BBI task in high accuracy, transferring approximately eight commands per minute. Link-

age between the hemispheric brain activities among individuals suggests the possibility for

expansion of the information bandwidth in the context of BBI.

Introduction

Brain-to-Computer-Interface (BCI) techniques detect neural signals associated with brain

function and translate them to computer/machine control commands. Conversion of the

commands to stimulate specific brain regions of other individuals allows for the formation of

the Brain-to-Brain-Interface (BBI) that directly links the specific brain activities among indi-

viduals/biological entities. In this context, brain stimulation modalities controlled by a com-

puter are considered as the Computer-to-Brain Interface (CBI). Capitalizing on internet
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connectivity of computers as an intermediary, BBI has the potential to transmit neural infor-

mation over long distances with a wide information bandwidth.

Direct cortical recording/stimulation achieved by implanted electrodes has been used to

obtain neural signals as well as to deliver stimulation to the designated brain regions among

rodents [1–5] and non-human primates [6–10]. These implantable devices can be used for achiev-

ing BBI; however, the risks associated with the surgical procedure for the electrode implantation

limit its applicability to humans. Therefore, to be compatible with experimentation in healthy

humans, non-invasive procedures need to be considered for both BCI and CBI modalities.

Various BCI systems have been developed and become widely available based on non-inva-

sive neural recording/neuroimaging techniques such as surface electroencephalography (EEG)

[11], magnetoencephalography (MEG) [12], and functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI) [13]. For CBI portion of the implementation of BBI, non-invasive brain stimulation

techniques such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) [14, 15] or transcranial focused

ultrasound (FUS) [16–18] are available for translating the digital information from a computer

to stimulate a certain region of the brain.

Since the initial theoretical conceptualization [19–21], we have witnessed the actual imple-

mentation of the non-invasive BBI techniques in recent years. For example, we have shown that

human intention, as detected by the EEG steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEP), can be

translated to stimulate the rodent brain of the tail motor area using transcranial FUS [22]. Li and

Zhang have reported interfacing human brain function, driven by the SSVEP, to control insect

behavior by electrically stimulating their antennae [23]. Grau and colleagues used the binary

coding of motor imagery-mediated EEG potentials from a human subject to remotely actuate a

TMS device that stimulated the visual areas of another human individual, thus, granting the

transmission of motor imagery intention between the subjects [14]. In the same year, Rao and

colleagues used motor imagery EEG signals from an individual playing a simple computer

game, and stimulated the motor cortex of another subject (to push a ‘fire’ button) who was

simultaneously playing the same game using TMS [15]. The same group further applied a similar

technique, combined with a traditional motor task (manipulation of a computer mouse), to

allow mutual interactions between two individuals in solving a Twenty Questions game [24].

TMS is an established non-invasive brain stimulation modality, and is the preferred choice

as a non-invasive CBI. Although the affected area by the TMS stimulation is on the order of

0.5–1 cm [25], better spatial selectivity is warranted. Also, TMS is often accompanied by unde-

sired tactile sensations from the scalp (through activation of skin tactile receptors) and loud

clicking sounds (due to the pulsed application of strong magnetic field) [26–28], which make a

confounder-free study design difficult to attain. In addition, one must consider the presence of

mutual interference/distortion/interaction of the magnetic field, especially when multiple

TMS coils are to be placed in close proximity and actuated simultaneously [29, 30].

Transcranial FUS technique, on the other hand, uses a highly-focused formation of acoustic

pressure waves to stimulate the neural tissue including the deep brain structures, and has small

neuromodulatory areas (on the order of millimeters in diameter). The acoustic energy can

selectively reach deeper target areas than TMS. Although the exact mechanism behind the

stimulation is not clearly elucidated, the effects of FUS have been associated with mechanical

coupling between the acoustic pressure waves to various neural components, which ramifies

into changes in membrane capacitance, mechanoreceptor-mediated action potentials, neuron-

glia interactions, and/or neurotransmission [16, 17, 31–33]. This is contrasted to the mecha-

nism of TMS (also not clearly understood), whereby the application of a strong magnetic field

induces electrical currents in underlying neural tissue.

FUS has recently been tested to elicit tactile sensations from the hand area by stimulating

the primary somatosensory area (SI) of the human brain [16]. It has also been used in
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modulating visuomotor function of non-human primates [34] as well as in changing sensa-

tions associated with passive tactile stimulation [18]. Due to a small footprint of the FUS

transducer and the non-electromagnetic operation in ultrasound sonication, mutual electro-

magnetic interference does not occur between multiple transducers. Recently, we have shown

that both SI and secondary somatosensory area (SII) on the same side of the brain hemisphere

can be successfully stimulated using two separate FUS transducers [35]. Therefore, selective

and separate stimulation of a brain region in the left and right hemisphere can be readily per-

formed, all of which indicate the utility of FUS as a new mode of non-invasive CBI.

In the present study, we detected the neural function associated with two directional (right

or left) motor imagery choices using EEG-based BCI from human participants (as a sender),

and relayed the information to selectively stimulate either the right or the left SI of the hand

from another individual (as an information receiver) by independent operation of a two set of

FUS transducers. Subsequently, the timing of tactile sensation (elicited in either the left or

right hand) was reported through finger-tapping of the corresponding hand. The region of

FUS stimulation was image-guided based on individual-specific functional neuroanatomy.

Two individuals were separated by a large distance (~30 km) and information packets were

transmitted over the internet to achieve BBI implementation.

Materials and methods

Overview of the study design

This research was conducted in accordance with the approved guidelines set forth by the Insti-

tutional Review Boards (IRBs) of two following participating institutions: the Korea Institute

of Science and Technology (KIST 2014–008; where the BCI procedure was conducted) and the

Incheon St. Mary’s Hospital, the Catholic University of Korea (where the CBI procedure was

conducted). These institutions exchanged the contents of the respective IRB review and jointly

approved the research.

The overall study design for the implementation of the BBI is briefly described (in Fig 1).

An individual (as an information sender) participating at one institution (KIST, Seoul, Korea)

underwent a motor imagery-based BCI procedure to move a computer cursor in either the left

or right direction. EEG was used to detect the modulation of mu (μ) rhythms originating from

corresponding hand motor brain areas of each hemisphere, and the degree of modulation was

translated to move a ball cursor to the target. Depending on the outcome, one of the following

computer commands—‘Left’, ‘Right’, ‘Miss’, or ‘Abort’ were generated (where ‘Miss’ indicates

the false command generation and ‘Abort’ indicates the failure to generate any commands in

the designated time window) and subsequently relayed to another computer located in the

other institution (Incheon St. Mary’s Hospital, ~30 km away), where the receiver underwent a

FUS-based CBI procedure. Transmission control protocol (TCP)/internet protocol (IP) was

used for transmission. The receiver computer activated the FUS devices that can selectively

stimulate the left or right hand SI area, and CBI participants were instructed to press the

thumb against their index finger on the same side (i.e., left or right) where they felt tactile sen-

sations on their hand/arm area. The motion was recorded by touch sensors (pulse transducer

MTL1010/D; ADInstruments, CO) attached to their index fingers. Three separate sessions of

BBI were conducted while each consisted of 20 task trials.

EEG-based BCI implementation

Participants. For the EEG-based BCI, 29 right-handed healthy volunteers (age = 22.3 ±
4.5; mean ± s.d., range 19–32, 11 females) were initially recruited. All the participants were

free from any neurological illness based on a self-reported survey. Handedness was determined
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by a personal interview and review of handedness criteria based on the Edinburgh handedness

inventory [36]. The participants gave their written consent prior to the commencement of the

experiment.

EEG BCI data acquisition and processing. EEG signals were acquired using a standard

64-channel active electrode EEG system (the ActiveTwo, BioSemi Systems; Amsterdam, The

Netherlands) with a sampling rate of 2048 Hz. Among the 64 channels, eight channels (F3, F4,

C3, C4, Cz, T7, T8, and Pz) were used for the EEG recording and the signals acquired from the

C3 and C4 were selected for the analysis of motor imagery EEG. The two channels (C3 and C4)

reflect the brain activity from the left and right motor cortices, respectively, which represents the

right and left hand motor imagery [37]. The common mode sense (CMS) channel located poste-

rior to the Cz in the parietal cortex was used as a reference channel. A BCI2000 platform was

used for processing the EEG data and for generating the BCI commands [38]. The software con-

figurations were adjusted to be compatible with the EEG acquisition system, and power spectra

were calculated using autoregression (using ‘ARsignalProcessing module’ of BCI 2000) [38].

Test sessions for setting the BCI parameters and subject selection for the BBI. The BCI

task performance was examined among the recruited participants, prior to the BBI session,

because high degrees of variations exist in subject-dependent success rate for performing BCI

tasks [39]. The participants were seated on a comfortable chair and instructed to watch the

Fig 1. Schematics and exemplar view of the brain-to-brain interface (BBI) system. On the left panels, the

EEG-based BCI procedure is shown, including the placement of EEG electrodes over the motor cortices. Upon the

presentation of the left/right target on a computer display, the sender’s motor imagery of the left/right hand

modulates the EEG signal through the reduction of the mu rhythm in each hemisphere (i.e., illustration given in the

C3 and C4 EEG location), and moves the computer cursor (appeared as a ball) through BCI signal processing.

When the cursor reaches its target, the computer generates a trigger signal that is transmitted to the receiving

location (~30 km away) through the internet (via TCP/IP protocol), whereby the FUS-based CBI (illustrated on the

right panels) stimulates either the left or right SI. The right panel illustrates implementation of two FUS transducers

that independently stimulate left/right SI of the receiving individuals. The stimulation of the SI elicits tactile sensation

of the contralateral hand area, and the receiver was instructed to signal the hand where she/he felt the elicited

tactile sensations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178476.g001
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computer screen (having a size of 22 inch with a viewing angle of ~15 ˚) (Fig 1). The distance

between the center of the chair and the screen was approximately 45 cm.

A set of three BCI test sessions, each consisting of 20 task trials (using the ‘Stimulation Pre-

sentation module’ of the BCI 2000), were conducted to acquire enough EEG data to generate

subject-specific parameters. In each trial, a target bar (Fig 2A, in pink) was presented on either

the right or left side of the computer screen for 2 s. Each participant was asked to perform a

motor imagery task (clenching of either the left or right hand) depending on the side of the tar-

get on the screen until the target bar disappears (Fig 2A). The motor imagery task was repeated

20 times, with a resting period of 2 s in-between. The side of the targets were randomized and

balanced (having 50% chance of being left or right). Also, the participants were discouraged

from making eye blinks and tongue movements during the motor imagery period to avoid

motions that decrease the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the EEG signal [40].

The EEG signals from the C3 and C4 were used to generate subject-specific parameters for

decoding the motor intention. A power spectrum was generated from the EEG data using an

autoregressive model [38] whereby a bandpass filter of 0–30 Hz, having a bandwidth of 1 Hz,

was used while the order of autoregression was set to 16. The frequencies within the alpha

band (8–14 Hz) that showed the most significant spectral power differences between the two

channels were identified during the training session, and the amplitude gain for each spectral

frequency was adjusted to balance the amplitude between the two. Four frequency bands, 8,

10, 12, and 14 Hz, were used for motor imagery classification to detect the mu rhythm change

associated with the imagery task. We used the automatic gain-setting feature in the BCI2000,

using the normalizer algorithm that estimates offset and gain values adaptively to make its out-

put signal achieve zero mean and unit variance. For the spectral estimation parameters, the bin

width of 1 Hz and Hamming window (bandwidth of 0.5 s) were used. The Hamming window

Fig 2. Flow charts of the visual displays used for the brain-computer interface (BCI) task trials. (A) The

timing diagram of BCI test sessions used for setting the BCI parameters. (B) The timing diagram used for BCI

experiment session for decoding the motor intention during the BBI implementation.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178476.g002
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setting was chosen to update the classification results frequently although a longer (i.e., 1 s)

Hamming window setting could offer a higher SNR. Finally, the identified frequencies and the

gain were saved as a parameter setting for subsequent BCI sessions.

BCI experiment session for decoding the motor intention. The subject-specific parame-

ter generated during the test BCI sessions was used as a linear classifier. If needed, the gain of

each frequency and channel was adjusted further. The protocol for the BBI experiment session

consisted of four consecutive periods: rest (2 s), target display (1 s), motor imagery task (within

2 s), and BCI result display (1 s) (Fig 2B; using the ‘CursorTask module’ of BCI 2000). Three

BCI experiment sessions were performed, while each session consisted of 20 task trials. A task

trial began with the rest period where a blank screen was shown. Then, the target bar appeared

at the left or right side on the screen for 1 s in a randomized order (target display period). Sub-

sequently, the subject was asked to evoke imagery, which entailed clenching the hand that cor-

responds to the side of the left/right target without executing an actual motion (randomized

and balanced; i.e., 10 left and 10 right targets). During this motor imagery task period, the cur-

sor (represented by a ball cursor) was presented at the center of the screen in the beginning,

and the participant was asked to perform the motor imagery task until the ball cursor hits the

target bar. The position of the ball cursor was controlled by the output of a linear classifier

depending on the relative power difference between the EEG frequency bands specifically cali-

brated for each participant.

The movement of the ball cursor gave the visual feedback to the subject about how the BCI

task was executed. When the ball cursor reached the target within 2 s, the result (Hit; color-

coded as yellow) was briefly displayed for 1 s (period of result display). Then, the rest period of

the subsequent trial initiated (an example shown in Fig 2B). In case that the cursor reached

the opposite end (from the intended side of the target), the result was categorized as ‘Miss.’ If

the ball cursor did not reach the target within 2 s and floated on the screen between the targets,

then it was categorized as ‘Abort’. There was no color change displayed for ’Miss’ and ’Abort.’

Only seven individuals showed the task accuracy greater than 70%, and six participated for the

subsequent BBI experiment (age = 25.9 ± 7.8; mean ± s.d., range 19–32, two females, named as

‘BC1’ through ‘BC6’ herein).

Interface between BCI and CBI

The result of each trial (‘Hit’, ‘Miss’, or ‘Abort’) from BCI experiment session was sent to a cus-

tom-built MATLAB program (Mathworks, Framingham, MA) installed on the computer in

the BCI segment, and then was sent to another computer (in the CBI segment) through TCP/

IP communication as a text packet (a string variable having a data size of 192 bit). Each com-

munication packet contained the trial number, the task timing, the BCI task results, and the

hemispheric side of the CBI stimulation. For example, a string data of ’T010 11:14:58.38 H R’

means that the packet for the 10th task trial (i.e.,’T010’ portion) was sent to the CBI segment at

11:14:58.38 (time stamp). ‘H’ and ‘R’ correspond to the result of ‘Hit’ and the hemispheric side

of the CBI stimulation (as right), respectively. In case the left target was missed during the BCI

segment, CBI stimulation was given to the right hemisphere (an example of a generated string

would be ‘T02 18:30:20.48 M R’). The time stamp was generated with respect to the standard

local time provided by a network time synchronization software (UTCk3.1; Korea Research

Institute of Standards and Science), whereby the timing of the two computers at the BCI and

CBI segments were synchronized before the BBI sessions. Upon receiving the text packet, the

MATLAB scripts installed on the CBI computer generated a trigger signal for the programmed

operation of the FUS device that selectively stimulates either the right or left SI area indepen-

dently (see below ‘Sonication setup and Acoustic parameters’ section).

Hemispheric BBI in humans
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FUS-mediated CBI implementation

Participants. Six healthy volunteers (age = 28.2 ± 9.5; mean ± s.d., range 23–45, one

female, named as ‘CB1’ through ‘CB6’ herein), free from clinical history of central/peripheral

nerve diseases, participated in the FUS-based CBI segment of the experiment, and gave written

consent prior to the study participation. The demographics were not matched between the

subjects participating in either BCI or CBI segments of the experiment.

Multi-modal imaging acquisition and processing for sonication planning. Doughnut-

shaped adhesive fiducial markers (PinPoint; Beekley Corp., Bristol, CT), which are visible in

both MRI and CT, were attached on four different locations, over the skin of the forehead and

back of the ears, as described previously [16]. The locations of the attached fiducial markers

were later utilized to co-register the spatial coordinates of the subject-specific neuroimaging data

with the actual head anatomy. Then, the participants underwent anatomical and fMRI sessions

to map their left/right hand SI. A clinical 3 Tesla MR scanner (MAGNETOM Skyra, Siemens)

was used to acquire the anatomical and functional MRI data from the participants’ brains using

a 4-channel head coil. First, T1-weighted images (3D GRAPPA sequence, acceleration factor = 2,

TR/TE = 1,900/2.46 ms, flip angle = 9˚, slice thickness = 0.94 mm, field-of-view [FOV] = 24 ×
24 cm2, image matrix = 256 × 256, voxel size = 0.94 × 0.94 × 0.94 mm3) from the entire telence-

phalic area of the head was obtained in the sagittal orientation for the brain anatomical informa-

tion. Computed tomography (CT) data were acquired using a clinical CT scanner (Aquilion

ONE, Toshiba, Japan) from the participant’s head (axial orientation, slice thickness = 0.5 mm,

FOV = 24 × 24 cm2, image matrix = 512 × 512, voxel size = 0.47 × 0.47 × 0.50 mm3). This was

done to examine the presence of intracranial calcification and to have the information of the

skull structures for planning the incident angle of the transcranial sonication to the SI.

To identify the individual-specific eloquent functional area of the hand SI, fMRI was con-

ducted using a gradient-echo echo-planar-imaging (EPI) sequence (TR/TE = 2,500/30 ms,

flip angle = 90˚, slice thickness = 4 mm, FOV = 24 × 24 cm2, image matrix = 96 × 96, voxel

size = 2.5 × 2.5 × 4 mm3) with an oblique scanning orientation, having the image slices parallel

to the line connecting the anterior commissure (AC) and the posterior commission (PC) of

the brain. For the fMRI data acquisition, three blocks (25 s-long) of hand-clenching task

(clenching one hand approximately twice per second) were interleaved by four blocks of rest-

ing period with equal duration. The task timing was provided by the visual cue delivered via
an MRI compatible screen (E Sys fMRI, Invivo, Gainesville, FL). All the subjects underwent

separate fMRI sessions for mapping the left and right hand SI, respectively. The acquired fMRI

data were analyzed using the SPM8 software (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neurosci-

ence, University College London, London, UK; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), whereby a general

linear model (GLM) was used to estimate the task-related neuronal activity after the motion

correction. Following the GLM analysis, a voxel-wise statistic parametric map (in t-value),

with respect to the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF), was obtained using a

threshold of P< 0.05 (family-wise error [FWE] corrected) for the visualization of the blood-

oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) activations. The local maximum of the activated area

posterior to the central sulcus within the postcentral gyrus was set as the sonication target for

the FUS sessions. The multi-modal imaging data from the anatomical MRI, functional MRI,

and CT were co-registered based on the normalized mutual information [41], and utilized in

the image-guided FUS targeting for the CBI segment. The acquired MRI and CT data were

also used for neuroradiological assessments to examine any neuroanatomical abnormalities or

clinically-significant intracranial calcifications (none were found).

Sonication setup and acoustic parameters. Two air-backed, single-element 210 kHz FUS

transducers (Ultran, PA; outer diameter of 30 mm and focal distance of 25 mm) were used to

Hemispheric BBI in humans
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deliver the acoustic energy to the left/right hand SI of the brain (Fig 3A). Each transducer was

connected with an articulated arm mounted on a customized helmet setup having open spaces

over the bilateral hand SI. By using the articulated arms, the location and orientation of the

FUS transducers were adjusted to align the foci to the left and right hand SI areas, as guided by

neuroimage data (details described in ‘FUS navigation and guidance for the CBI segment’

below). The acoustic path from the transducer surface to the scalp was coupled by a compress-

ible polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogel, having a preformed shape to be abutted on the curva-

ture surface of the transducer [42]. The hair was carefully combed away from the entry point

of the sonication path, and a generic ultrasound hydrogel (Aquasonic; Parker Laboratories,

Fig 3. Schematics for the FUS-mediated CBI system in BBI communication. (A) Left panel: a rendering of the

FUS setup for the CBI segment. The left and right SI were independently targeted by two single-element 210 kHz

FUS transducers where the locations of FUS foci were tracked by using the optical trackers (‘tracker 1’ and ‘tracker

2’) in reference to the head (tracked via ‘helmet tracker’). Each tracker having four infrared-reflective markers was

recognized by a motion capture camera. The gap between the transducer and the scalp was filled with a soft

compressible hydrogel for the acoustic coupling. FUS transducers were actuated by separate sets of computer-

controlled driving circuits. Right panel: The acoustic intensity mapping of the FUS transducer. The FWHM of the

intensity profile is demarcated by red dotted lines. (B) Illustration of the FUS actuations triggered by the transmitted

signals from the BCI segment with the following acoustic parameters: SD = 500 ms; ISI, inter-stimulation-interval, =

7 s; TBD = 1 ms; PRF = 500 Hz; Isppa = 35.0 W/cm2. (C and D) Exemplar views of the FUS targeting to the bilateral

SI as guided by individual-specific neuroimage data. The sonication target is indicated as the intersection of the

green orthogonal crosshairs shown in the triplanar views (i.e., axial, sagittal, and coronal slices), while the thick

yellow line (connecting green and red dots as intended entry to target points) and green line represent the

orientation of the planned and guided sonication beam paths, respectively. In the lower right panel of 3D rendered

view, the four colored dots show the locations of anatomical markers used for the spatial co-registration between

the subject and the neuroimage data. ‘R’ and ‘L’ denote right and left, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178476.g003
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Fairfield, NJ, USA) was applied on all the interfaces among the transducer, PVA hydrogel, and

the exposed scalp. For the image-guided FUS targeting, optical trackers having four infrared-

reflective markers, which can be recognized and tracked by a motion capture camera (Vicra,

Northern Digital, Ontario, Canada), were attached to the anterior part of the FUS helmet and

the back of the FUS transducers (illustrated in Fig 3A) [16].

The spatial profile of the acoustic intensity (AI) around the FUS focus was characterized

using the methods described elsewhere [43] and shown in Fig 3A. The diameter of the focus

was estimated on the transversal plane (31 × 31 mm2 square area, 1 mm step) perpendicular to

the sonication path at the focal distance (based on the time-of-flight information), and the

length of the focus was measured on the longitudinal plane along the beam path (31 × 51 mm2

rectangular area, 1 mm step). The acoustic focus has a diameter of 6 mm and a length of 38

mm, as defined by the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the acoustic intensity map.

The incident intensity at the FUS focus had a spatial-peak pulse-average AI (Isppa) of 35 W/

cm2, resulting in a spatial peak temporal-average AI (Ispta) of 17.5 W/cm2.

For the actuation of each FUS transducer, the input signal was generated by using function

generators (33220A; Agilent technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) and amplified by a class-A

linear power amplifier (Electronics and Innovations, Rochester, NY) with an impedance

matching circuit. Two separate sets of the circuit setups were prepared to selectively actuate

the FUS transducers (Fig 3A). During the later BBI sessions, the function generators were trig-

gered to generate the signals by a local control computer (in the Incheon St. Mary’s Hospital)

when the computer received the transmitted communication packet (having left/right infor-

mation) from the BCI segment through TCP/IP communications (Fig 3B). For the FUS stimu-

lation of the SI, we adapted the following sonication parameters that were used in our previous

studies of the brain stimulation in human SI [16]: a tone-burst-duration (TBD) of 1 ms with a

pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 500 Hz (i.e., duty cycle of 50%), and a sonication duration

(SD) of 500 ms (Fig 3B). Based on the 50% duty cycle and the rate of acoustic transmission

(20–25%) to the intended targets of the SI [16], the energy level delivered to the targeted brain

areas was estimated to be 3.5–4.4 W/cm2 Ispta. In our previous study [35], using the same soni-

cation settings of ultrasound transducers and parameters, the FUS was safely administered to

the human SI as well as SII (across all ten participants). Also, the potential thermal increase at

the sonicated region of the brain was negligible (estimated to be< 0.01 ˚C [35]), which is

much lower than the previously reported thermal threshold for inducing tissue damages or

temperature-mediated stimulatory effects in the brain [44, 45].

FUS navigation and guidance for the CBI segment. The subject in the CBI segment was

seated on a recliner chair. Fiducial markers were attached to the same four locations used dur-

ing the MRI/CT scanning. Then, the customized FUS helmet having an optical tracker was

tightly secured on the subject’s head, and the virtual space of the neuroimage data was co-reg-

istered to the physical space of the subject’s head, as described in our previous work [16]. After

the co-registration process, the location and orientation of the FUS transducers were adjusted

for targeting the SI, as guided by the neuroimage data and the sonication planning (Fig 3C

and 3D). Prior to establishing the connection to the BCI segment, FUS sonication (< 50

times) was administered to each side of the SI, and the subjects were instructed to report the

type and location of the elicited tactile sensation using their own words. If necessary, the posi-

tion of the FUS transducers were slightly maneuvered until the subject informed the operator

about the presence of tactile sensations reliably from the contralateral hand/arm area to the

side of sonication. The subjects were also instructed to respond only to the tactile sensations

elicited from the hand in the subsequent BBI sessions.

Upon establishing the desired elicitation of the tactile sensation from the FUS stimulation,

the BCI experimental staffs were notified and BBI experiment was jointly performed. BBI
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sessions were conducted three times, while CBI participant recorded the side (as left or right)

of the elicited tactile sensations using touch sensors (pulse transducer MTL1010/D; ADInstru-

ments, CO) attached on the index fingers. The timing of the triggering signal of the CBI was

also simultaneously recorded using data acquisition hardware (PowerLab 4/35; ADInstru-

ments, CO) and software (LabChart 7; ADInstruments, CO). After the BBI experiments, the

participants of CBI procedure stayed in the hospital premises for additional 1 h to allow for

assessment of post-sonication mental/physical status. No abnormal findings were revealed

across all subjects during the assessment. Two months post-sonication telephone interview

was also conducted as a follow-up for any discomforts or changes (associated with the sonica-

tion procedure) in health status experienced by the participants. None of them reported having

any issues.

Results

Task performance from the BCI segment

The BCI portion of the BBI showed overall accuracy of 74.4 ± 15.9% (mean ± s.d., from n = 18

BCI sessions across the six participants) based on the left/right target-hit ratios (Table 1). The

average accuracy of the BCI segment during three BBI sessions ranged from 93.3 ± 7.6% (BC6)

to 50 ± 18% (BC2) among subjects. BC4 and BC6 showed 100% accuracy in some of the ses-

sions, while the subject BC2 showed poor accuracy level of as low as 30%. Across the subjects

and sessions, the target-miss occurred at a rate of 21.1 ± 18.0% (in a range of 0–14 trials out of

20 tasks; averaged from n = 18 grouped sessions across the six participants), while the aborted

cases were on the order of 4.4 ± 5.7% (in a range of 0–4 trials out of 20 tasks). The average deci-

sion time for the BCI task was 1.13 ± 0.36 s.

Task performance from the CBI segment

An example of responses measured from a CBI segment is shown in Fig 4. The overall accu-

racy of FUS-mediated CBI segment was 98.0 ± 3.1% (mean ± s.d.) (Table 1). Among a total of

six CBI subjects, four subjects (CB1, CB2, CB5, and CB6) achieved an accuracy of 100% across

all three CBI sessions. Also, we observed few incidents (1–3 times) of non-responsiveness

(CB3 and CB4) and false-responses (CB3) to the FUS sonication, rendering the overall accu-

racy less than perfect. This observation was in agreement with our previous experience, which

is likely due to the slight changes of the sonication path during an experimental session [16].

Based on the measurement of subjects’ tapping response from the onset of FUS triggering sig-

nal (Table 1), the CBI response time to the FUS stimulation was 0.66 ± 0.25 s (n = 18 sessions).

Paired performance of the BCI and CBI

Video recordings of an exemplar BBI procedure is shown in S1 Video (see ‘Supporting Infor-

mation‘ section). Each pair’s accuracy during the BBI experiments was calculated as ‘the num-

ber of successful BBI communication trials’ divided by ‘the total number of BCI task trials (i.e.,

20)’. Overall, the six pairs of subjects (named as ‘BB1’ through ‘BB6’ herein) showed the mean

BBI accuracy of 72.2 ± 15.3% (mean ± s.d., six subject pairs across three sessions; Table 1).

Additionally, to examine the ratio of correct transmission between BCI and CBI segments,

another index (named ‘BBI link’ in Table 1) was defined as ‘the number of successful BBI com-

munication trials’ divided by ‘the number of hit trials from the BCI segment’. The six pairs of

subjects (‘BB1’ through ‘BB6’) showed the mean BBI link accuracy of 96.5 ± 3.1% (mean ± s.d.,

six subject pairs across three sessions; Table 1). Each pair achieved the link accuracy of 100%

at least one session out of three. BB1 and BB5 showed the perfect link accuracy throughout all
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three BBI sessions while BB2 had the lowest mean link accuracy of 91.9 ± 8.3% (across 3 ses-

sions). These high BBI link accuracies indicate that the results from the CBI segment did not

happen by chance. For example, the probability of correctly guessing 17 out of 20 binary tar-

gets (even considering the worst CBI performance from session #1 of CB4; see Table 1) would

be p = (1/2)17 < 10−5—which is extremely low to occur by chance. Also, all the accuracies mea-

sured from the experimental segments (BCI, CBI, and BBI) were significantly higher than the

Table 1. Accuracy and processing time of the BCI segment, CBI segment, and overall BBI communication for three sessions.

BCI segment CBI segment BBI communication BBI link

ID Accuracy Decision

time (s)

ID Accuracy Response

time (s)

ID Accuracy Delay (s) Accuracy

Ratio % Ratio % Ratio % Ratio %

BC1 16/20 80.0 1.219 CB1 19/19 100 0.455 BB1 16/20 80.0 0.232 16/16 100

12/20 60.0 1.369 16/16 100 0.525 12/20 60.0 0.230 12/12 100

16/20 80.0 1.581 18/18 100 0.529 16/20 80.0 0.230 16/16 100

Mean 73.3 1.390 Mean 100 0.503 Mean 73.3 0.231 Mean 100

s.d. 11.5 0.182 s.d. 0 0.041 s.d. 11.5 0.006 s.d. 0

BC2 6/20 30.0 0.519 CB2 19/19 100 0.288 BB2 5/20 25.0 0.018 5/6 83.3

13/20 65.0 0.813 18/18 100 0.306 12/20 60.0 0.016 12/13 92.3

11/20 55.0 0.575 20/20 100 0.342 11/20 55.0 0.021 11/11 100

Mean 50.0 0.635 Mean 100 0.312 Mean 46.7 0.018 Mean 91.9

s.d. 18.0 0.156 s.d. 0 0.027 s.d. 18.9 0.007 s.d. 8.3

BC3 18/20 90.0 0.881 CB3 19/19 100 0.581 BB3 18/20 90.0 0.045 18/18 100

18/20 90.0 0.819 18/20 90.0 0.599 16/20 80.0 0.044 16/18 88.9

12/20 60.0 1.363 17/18 94.4 0.580 13/20 65.0 0.041 12/12 100

Mean 80.0 1.021 Mean 94.8 0.587 Mean 78.3 0.043 Mean 96.3

s.d. 17.3 0.298 s.d. 5.0 0.011 s.d. 12.6 0.007 s.d. 6.4

BC4 20/20 100 1.056 CB4 17/20 85.0 0.867 BB4 17/20 85.0 0.058 17/20 85.0

16/20 80.0 1.156 18/18 100 0.771 16/20 80.0 0.056 16/16 100

16/20 80.0 1.038 18/19 94.7 0.758 16/20 80.0 0.056 16/16 100

Mean 86.7 1.083 Mean 93.2 0.799 Mean 81.7 0.056 Mean 95.0

s.d. 11.5 0.064 s.d. 7.6 0.060 s.d. 2.9 0.008 s.d. 8.7

BC5 14/20 70.0 1.394 CB5 20/20 100 0.619 BB5 14/20 70.0 0.204 14/14 100

12/20 60.0 1.781 18/18 100 0.750 12/20 60.0 0.204 12/12 100

12/20 60.0 1.719 19/19 100 0.679 12/20 60.0 0.208 12/12 100

Mean 63.3 1.631 Mean 100 0.683 Mean 63.3 0.205 Mean 100

s.d. 5.8 0.208 s.d. 0 0.066 s.d. 5.8 0.007 s.d. 0

BC6 17/20 85.0 1.125 CB6 18/18 100 0.987 BB6 15/20 75.0 0.221 15/17 88.2

20/20 100 1.081 20/20 100 1.159 20/20 100 0.222 20/20 100

19/20 95.0 0.906 20/20 100 1.097 19/20 95.0 0.221 19/19 100

Mean 93.3 1.038 Mean 100 1.081 Mean 90.0 0.221 Mean 96.1

s.d. 7.6 0.116 s.d. 0 0.087 s.d. 13.2 0.007 s.d. 6.8

Grand 74.4 1.133 Grand 98.0 0.661 Grand 72.2 0.129 Grand 96.5

s.d. 15.9 0.357 s.d. 3.1 0.252 s.d. 15.3 0.093 s.d. 3.1

The BCI accuracy was calculated as ‘(the number of hit trials) / (the total number of BCI task trials)’ within the BCI segment. CBI accuracy was calculated as

‘(the number of left/right directionally correct responses to the FUS) / (the total number of CBI trials)’ within the CBI segment. To examine the overall

performance of the BBI communication, the accuracy was calculated as ‘(the number of successful BBI communication trials) / (the total number of BCI task

trials)’. An additional index indicating the BBI link accuracy was calculated as ‘(the number of successful BBI communication trials) / (the number of hit trials

in the BCI segment)’. Decision time, response time, and BBI delay were averaged from the total events in each segment/session.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178476.t001
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theoretical baseline of 50% (t-test, one-tailed, p< 10−5, p< 10−32, p< 10−5, respectively,

n = 18 sessions).

BBI transmission delay and averaged command generation per min

The transmission delay over the internet was 129 ± 93 ms (mean ± s.d., in a range of 16–232

ms), and the actuation of the FUS transducer (i.e., the triggering/onset timing of sonication)

occurred 5.2 ± 2.6 ms (mean ± s.d., six CBI subjects across three sessions, data not shown)

after the CBI control computer received the information from the BCI segment. The CBI sub-

ject’s tapping responses occurred in 661 ± 252 ms (mean ± s.d., six CBI subject across three

sessions) from the onset timing of FUS triggering signal (Table 1). Overall, the BBI transmis-

sion delay was ~795 ms on average across the sessions (six subject pairs across three sessions).

For the BBI communication, approximately eight commands were generated during one min-

ute (on average) as the duration between the first and the last command received at the CBI

segment from the BCI segment was ~2 min 35 s (a total of 20 commands were transmitted).

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis

The behavioral data from each BCI/CBI segment as well as the BBI communication were

categorized as a binary classification problem of left or right target, and examined by using a

signal detection theory of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis [46]. As shown in

Table 2, the task results of ‘True Right’, ‘False Right’, ‘True Left’, and ‘False Left’ were defined

as ‘true positive (TP)’, ‘false positive (FP)’, ‘true negative (TN)’, and ‘false negative (FN)’,

respectively. The example of these classifications is provided as a confusion matrix (Table 2A).

We noticed few occurrences of computer transmission error within the CBI segment (noted as

‘COM error’, Table 2B). Aborted trials in the BCI segment and non-responsive/COM error

cases in the CBI segment were all counted as ‘False (opposite side to the target)’ responses.

In the BCI segments, the accuracies on generating correct task results toward the target on

the right (= TP / [TP + FN]) or left (= TN / [TN + FP]) were significantly different (t-test, one-

tailed, p< 0.05, n = 18 sessions; 0.82 versus 0.67 in average), which may implicate the accuracy

bias toward using right hand motor imagery. In case of the CBI segments, theses accuracies

were not significantly different (t-test, one-tailed, p> 0.1, n = 18). Subsequently, overall BBI

Fig 4. Exemplar view of CBI segment responses during a BBI session. FUS-mediated CBI segment

exemplar capture screen of the BCI-originated trigger signals, which includes the elicited responses from the

CBI segments.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178476.g004
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communication showed a statistically higher accuracy on generating responses from the left

hand compared to the right (t-test, one-tailed, p< 0.05, n = 18; 0.78 versus 0.66 in average).

Based on Table 2, ROC graphs were depicted in a two dimensional coordinates system hav-

ing the ‘TP rate’ as the Y axis and the ‘FP rate’ as X axis [46]. TP rate and FP rate were calcu-

lated using the definition of TP / (TP + FN) and FP / (FP + TN), respectively [46]. The ROC

curves of BCI segment, CBI segment and overall BBI session (columns) were shown for all the

subject pairs (numbered 1–6) across three BBI sessions in Fig 5 and the area under the curve

(AUC) was tabulated in Table 2B. As visualized in the ROC curves, the performance of the

EEG-based BCI varied among the subjects and sessions (AUC = 0.74 ± 0.18; mean ± s.d.,

n = 18 sessions, in a range of 0.3–1.0). On the other hand, the performance in the FUS-medi-

ated CBI segment was close to being a perfect classifier (AUC = 0.97 ± 0.05, n = 18, in a range

of 0.85–1.0) across all participants. As a result, the overall subject-pair BBI performance

became heavily dependent on the outcome of the BCI performance (AUC = 0.72 ± 0.18,

n = 18, in a range of 0.25–1.0). For example, BBI pairs 2 and 5 showed overall low performance

(AUC = 0.47 ± 0.19 and 0.63 ± 0.06, n = 3 sessions within each pair, respectively) due to the

Table 2. Performance of the BCI segment, CBI segments, and overall BBI sessions.

(A) Target side

Result Right True Right (TP) False Right (FP)

Left False Left (FN) True Left (TN)

(B)

BCI segment CBI segment BBI communication

ID TP FN FP TN AUC ID TP FN FP TN COM error AUC ID TP FN FP TN AUC

BC1 9 1 3 7 0.80 CB1 12 0 0 7 0 1.00 BB1 9 1 3 7 0.80

8 2 6 4 0.60 11 0 0 5 0 1.00 8 2 6 4 0.60

10 0 4 6 0.80 12 0 0 6 0 1.00 10 0 4 6 0.80

BC2 5 5 9 1 0.30 CB2 13 1 0 6 1 0.96 BB2 4 6 9 1 0.25

7 3 4 6 0.65 9 2 0 9 2 0.91 6 4 4 6 0.60

8 2 7 3 0.55 15 0 0 5 0 1.00 8 2 7 3 0.55

BC3 10 0 2 8 0.90 CB3 11 0 0 8 0 1.00 BB3 10 0 2 8 0.90

9 1 1 9 0.90 9 1 1 9 0 0.90 8 2 2 8 0.80

8 2 6 4 0.60 11 1 0 6 0 0.96 8 2 5 5 0.65

BC4 10 0 0 10 1.00 CB4 9 1 2 8 0 0.85 BB4 9 1 2 8 0.85

10 0 4 6 0.80 12 0 0 6 0 1.00 10 0 4 6 0.80

9 1 3 7 0.80 12 0 0 7 0 1.00 9 1 3 7 0.80

BC5 6 4 2 8 0.70 CB5 8 0 0 12 0 1.00 BB5 6 4 2 8 0.70

4 6 2 8 0.60 6 0 0 12 0 1.00 4 6 2 8 0.60

6 4 4 6 0.60 10 0 0 9 0 1.00 6 4 4 6 0.60

BC6 9 1 2 8 0.85 CB6 9 2 0 9 2 0.91 BB6 7 3 2 8 0.75

10 0 0 10 1.00 10 0 0 10 0 1.00 10 0 0 10 1.00

9 1 0 10 0.95 9 0 0 11 0 1.00 9 1 0 10 0.95

Mean 0.74 Mean 0.97 Mean 0.72

s.d. 0.18 s.d. 0.05 s.d. 0.18

(A) A confusion matrix was provided based on the binary classification of ‘Right’ and ‘Left’ targets. Each task result versus target side of the task was

classified as ‘True Right-true positive (TP)’, ‘False Left-false negative’ (FN)’, ‘False Right-false positive (FP)’, and ‘True Left -true negative (TN)’. (B) The

number of TP, FN, FP, and TN trials was tabulated for each BCI/CBI segment and for the overall BBI sessions. Area under the curve (AUC) of the ROC

(shown in Fig 5) was also calculated for each segment and session. Computer transmission error occurred few times within the CBI segment (noted as

‘COM error’).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178476.t002
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high FP rates from the BCI segments. However, the AUC values were significantly higher than

the theoretical baseline of 0.5 across all the experimental segments (t-test, one-tailed, p< 10−5,

p< 10−30, p< 10−5, respectively for BCI, CBI, and BBI segment; n = 18).

Discussion

TMS-based brain stimulation has been successfully deployed for non-invasive BBI in humans

[14, 15, 24]. An alphabetical word has been encoded by a sender as binary codes using EEG,

and TMS was used to subsequently stimulate the visual cortex of the receiver to induce phos-

phene perception, which can be decoded into a word [14]. TMS was also used to stimulate the

receiver’s motor cortex (and subsequent induction of the finger motion) to transmit the send-

er’s intention to press a computer cursor [15]. More recent work demonstrated the collabora-

tive interactions between two individuals established by hybrid use of non-invasive BBI (EEG

Fig 5. Performance of the six subject pairs for the implemented brain-to-brain interface (BBI). The ROC

curves from the six subject pairs were shown in terms of EEG-based BCI task (left column), FUS-mediated CBI task

(middle column), and overall BBI communication (right column). The rows indicate three multiple sessions (rows:

session #1 to #3). Each BCI/CBI subject or BBI pair was labeled 1–6 around the data point circles.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178476.g005
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and TMS) and conventional human computer machine interface (via the use of a computer

mouse) in solving Twenty Question games [24].

We presented non-invasive cortical-level transmission of hemispheric brain function

between two individuals that are remotely located. The sender’s choice of motor imagery

of either left or right hand activated the corresponding motor areas in each hemisphere and

the associated changes in EEG mu rhythm were detected. Consequently, the intention was

transmitted over the internet to stimulate the receiver’s somatosensory area, informing the

intention of the sender. Although there were few incidents of missed transmission of the infor-

mation (noted as ‘COM error’ in Table 2), the FUS-driven CBI was able to stimulate the hemi-

spheric SI, resulting in a high rate of successful BBI transmissions (i.e., the BBI link accuracy of

91.9 ± 8.3%). The sonication procedure did not show any adverse effects such as discomforts

or mental changes across the subjects.

We believe that this is the first demonstration of using FUS-based brain stimulation among

humans in the context of BBI. Small FUS transducers effectively allowed for the independent

administration of stimulatory ultrasonic waves to the SI of each hemisphere, linking the hemi-

spheric brain activities between the two individuals. A similar implementation (i.e., stimulat-

ing two separate hemispheric brain areas) using multiple TMS coils (and subsequent BBI

application) would have been more difficult to achieve because the strong electromagnetic

field generated by the TMS may interfere/distort the magnetic field of one another, not to

mention the potential mutual interactions between the magnetic force generated by the coils.

Despite the selection of the participants who showed relatively high task accuracies

(� 70%) during the BCI test sessions, only seven out of 29 subjects were able to meet the crite-

ria. Although different methods and task difficulties are known to affect the accuracy of the

BCI task, the ratio of competent participants from this study was smaller than most of the pre-

viously reported value (~20% incompetence rate) [47]. This so-called ‘BCI illiteracy’ problem,

the presence of individuals who tend to show low BCI performance accuracy, is a known chal-

lenge in BCI research [47]. In the BCI segment, the participants showed superior classification

accuracy when engaging in motor-imagery of their dominant hand (i.e., all the BCI subjects

were right-handed), which may implicate the role of handedness in performing the BCI tasks.

However, sufficient adaptation of the task schemes (by the subjects), longer training sessions

and investment on time and details of parameter optimization, combined with the use of novel

machine-learning techniques [47], may help to improve the accuracy of the BCI task.

Among the participants in the BCI segment during the BBI implementation, individual- and

session-specific variability existed in terms of the task accuracy (example shown in the Table 1).

The EEG-mediated BCI segment showed overall accuracy on the order of 75% (Table 1), rang-

ing 63.3–93.3% in most of the participants except one (i.e., the subject ‘BC2’), who missed many

targets in the first session (thus showing 30% accuracy). To the contrary, the CBI segment

showed far greater accuracy compared to the BCI segment. Most of the subjects were able to

show greater than 93% accuracy (most of them reaching 100% accuracy). We believe that

maneuvering the transducer location to confirm the elicitation of tactile sensation (prior to the

actual BBI session) contributed to this high response accuracy [16]. Few skips in internet-medi-

ated transmission was also noted from two subject pairs (BBI2 and BBI6, Table 2), but we

believe it was a temporary hardware/software related error that could have been prevented by

testing/assuring the establishment of adequate communication prior to the experiment.

Based on the inherent delays in subject’s tapping action of a finger after the perception of

the tactile sensations of the hand (measured to be ~200 ms after the sensing of the elicited

responses or to the any external stimulus) [16], the true latency in FUS-mediated CBI is antici-

pated to be much shorter. Overall, for the BBI transmission, about eight commands were gen-

erated and transmitted during one minute period in average, suggesting the bandwidth of the
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transmission. Potential maximum transmission rate, as defined by the limitation of the BCI

task (inter-trial-intervals of 7 s; Fig 2) was approximately 10 commands per minute, however,

the overall transmission rate was slightly reduced by missed or false responses. Increasing the

sensitivity of the BCI detection method would potentially increase the transmission rate.

Unlike the TMS devices that may interfere with EEG data acquisition, the use of acoustic

brain stimulation modality would enable the concomitant use of EEG for BCI applications. For

example, FUS has been successfully deployed simultaneously with EEG and MRI environment

to characterize the brain responses from the FUS stimulation in animals and humans [17, 43].

This provides a fascinating possibility to implement both EEG-BCI and FUS-CBI to a single

individual. We believe this capability may confer bidirectional exchange of neural signals

among individuals, enabling personal interactions to occur through thought processes only. For

example, this may eliminate the need for having computer-mouse mediated responses from the

previous Twenty Question BBI experiment [24]. On a similar note, simultaneous use of BCI

and CBI within a single individual would also open up the possibility of closed-loop feedback of

one’s own brain activity. One of the immediate clinical utilities of such an approach would be

the on-line detection of the focal epileptic seizure (via surface or implanted electrodes) and its

on-demand, localized suppression using FUS. FUS-mediated brain stimulation also casts inter-

esting possibilities in modulating deep brain structures for the brain-to-brain communication

where the utility of deep brain stimulation (DBS) has been suggested [48].

The individual MRI/fMRI data was used to guide the sonication target in the present study.

The finger tapping tasks used in the fMRI was effective in guiding sonication to the SI area;

however, adoption of the tactile-only fMRI stimulation paradigm, for example, as reported by

Schweisfurth and colleagues [49], will be helpful to localize the SI areas with potential mapping

of their functional sub-regions. As the size of the focus is small while the individual functional

neuroanatomy varies greatly, we believe that the image-guidance system was absolutely needed

to limit the unnecessary exposure of the brain to the FUS. In future studies, however, it is also

conceivable that heuristic placement of the transducer and adjustment of acoustic intensity

may be possible until the desired neural response is observed. This approach should only be

conducted with caution after establishing the safety profile regarding the repeated sonication

(i.e., similar to the case of TMS whereby the location/orientation of the TMS coil and applied

magnetic intensity is adjusted for each individual).

We note that FUS was directed to the SI and elicited tactile sensations that were perceived by

the participants. This is distinguished from eliciting direct motor responses that were employed

by Rao and colleagues in their TMS-mediated BBI implementation [15, 21, 24]. The current

method relies on inducing peripheral sensation of the innervated hand SI areas of the brain. Most

of the subjects did not receive any additional tactile sensation resulting from the sonication, for

example, the scalp tactile sensation that is quite common in TMS. This finding is congruent with

our previous investigation of the SI and V1 stimulation [16, 17]. However, few subjects (two) did

report hearing a ‘beeping’ sound on the opposite hemispheric side of the sonication. We conjec-

ture that the sonication that passed through the SI reached the inner ear of the opposite hemi-

sphere, inducing the perception of the beeping sound, as there has been a report of FUS being

used to stimulate the inner ear structure [50]. It is also plausible that the higher acoustic intensity

used in this experiment (i.e., 35.0 W/cm2 Isppa versus 3.0 W/cm2 Isppa in the past) could have

attributed to this auditory perception. Previously, Tyler and colleagues [18], which used a rela-

tively high incident acoustic intensity (23.87 W/cm2 Isppa) reported the occurrence of a similar

‘chirping’ noise that was reported by the subject, but indistinguishable to those experienced dur-

ing the sham FUS condition. These occurred in the absence of the tactile sensations at the scalp.

We do not believe, however, that the presence of this extra peripheral perception (e.g., beep-

ing sounds) could have affected the results of the study since (1) the sounds were perceived
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only by few individuals, and (2) all individuals were instructed to respond only to the tactile

sensations elicited from the hand. Nonetheless, the conscious perception of these sensations

could have introduced a degree of confounders during the establishment of direct neural inter-

faces. Therefore, direct stimulation of the motor cortex (M1) and elicitation of unconscious

motor response among the CBI participants would be needed for enabling ‘unconscious’

and ‘direct’ BBI. FUS-mediated stimulation of the motor area and elicitation of overt muscle

recruitment/motion have not been demonstrated among humans. Further investigations are

urgently needed to establish proper safety guidelines as well as effective sonication parameters

to elicit direct motor responses.

In the present study, we used either left of right motor imagery to generate the BBI com-

mands. It represents a rudimentary 2-bit encoding scheme, depending on the stimulation of

either or both hemispheres. Based on our recent study in which FUS was used to stimulate

visual cortex while inducing phosphene perception [17], expansion of the additional dimen-

sion of the encoding system is feasible if one could add visual stimulation as an independent

encoding option for the CBI (e.g., 3-bit encoding). Presuming that lateralized, independent

stimulation of the each visual hemisphere (i.e., left or right) is possible, it will add another

degree of freedom in encoding (i.e., 4-bit encoding), thus, further increasing the potential

bandwidth of communication. However, the mutual interference (such as beam crossing

within the cranial cavity) between ultrasound waves is possible, calling for caution against

unwanted formation of unusually high levels of acoustic intensity. Further study is needed to

examine the possibility and safety of such approaches.

Increasing the information detected by the EEG (perhaps through high-resolution EEG

source mapping) [51, 52], combined with use of selective/simultaneous operation of multiple

FUS transducers, would expand the overall bandwidth of the transmission. The bidirectional

connectivity, augmented with the increase in bandwidth in neural communication, casts

interesting possibility—one example was recently demonstrated by Nicolelis and colleagues

whereby the cell-level recordings and stimulation effectively inter-connected the neural func-

tions of rodents in jointly performing visual or motor tasks [53]. The expansion of the in-

formation bandwidth and mutual exchange of the neural information, all in non-invasive

fashion, constitutes subjects of future investigation. The overall impact of such BBI on human

behavior remains to be elucidated.

Supporting information

S1 Video. The video recordings of BBI procedure. The EEG data for the BCI procedure is

not currently available for public access due to privacy concerns, as enforced by the Institu-

tional Review Board of Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST). However, individ-

ual, case-by-case access to the data is available via request, and interested parties may request

the data to Research Support Department of KIST (shcho@kist.re.kr) with the approval num-

ber (2014–008). All other relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information

file.
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